BLACKBAUD RAISER’S EDGE NXT® CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Catholic Diocese of Helena
“Before, so much of our time was wrapped up in
maintaining a secure digital and physical location.
Raiser’s Edge NXT replaced all of that with a far simpler
solution, and one we can trust completely.””
—Glenda Seipp, Director of Stewardship and Annual Giving

Serving an expansive region in Montana, the Catholic Diocese of Helena looked to the future
and took the leap to a cloud-based solution for fund accounting by adopting Blackbaud
Raiser’s Edge NXT®.

Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT offers diocese
cloud-based capabilities.
The Catholic Diocese of Helena covers 51,922 square miles of western and
north central Montana, supporting a vast number of parishes, missions,
schools, and ministries. The Diocese of Helena began using Raiser’s Edge® in
the early 2000’s and adopted Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT® in 2018.
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Glenda Seipp, director of stewardship and annual giving services, admits to
initial fears about moving to the cloud with Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT. “It
sounded so ominous, but all fears were quickly alleviated,” said Seipp. “It’s
been fabulous. We can do anything.”

Online Express®

Seipp and counterpart Julie Johnson especially appreciate the cloud
capabilities in 2020. Johnson, working from home, can easily bring in all the
online gifts and process them via Blackbaud Merchant Services™. “She even
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pulls everything to run our pledge reminder statements,” said Seipp. “Then all
we have to do is run by the office to print, fold and mail them out.”

Security with Blackbaud Merchant Services
Making the move to Blackbaud Merchant Services for gift processing
was also a big success for the Diocese of Helena. For many years, they
stored credit card information in-house, while the IT administrator spent
a considerable amount of her time ensuring that in-house security met or
exceeded security standards. With Blackbaud Merchant Services, credit card
information is stored with Blackbaud and initiating batches is made easy.
“We haven’t been disappointed,” said Seipp. “Before, so much of our time
was wrapped up in maintaining a secure digital and physical location. Raiser’s
Edge NXT replaced all of that with a far simpler solution, and one we can
trust completely.”

“It’s so easy
because we have
recipients identified
with an attribute. Then
we just collaborate with
the other offices. Query
lists are the best things
to have ever been
invented.”

Something as Simple as a Christmas Card List
“Do you know how stressful it is at a diocese when you want to do a bishop’s
Christmas card list?” Seipp asked.
In years past, diocesan departments would submit names for the Christmas
card list to be compiled into a spreadsheet. A lot of times information from
the previous year had changed, so they always started from scratch.
“It’s so easy because we have recipients identified with an attribute,” said
Seipp. “Then we just collaborate with the other offices. Query lists are the
best things to have ever been invented.”

—Glenda Seipp, Director of

Stewardship and Annual Giving
services

Information at Your Fingertips
Being prepared to speak with donors is a must, that’s why Seipp always
opens constituent records before getting on the phone. “Even if they just
need to update their credit card information or have a question, I open
up their record before I call back,” said Seipp. “I use any opportunity to
capture current email or home addresses, or anything else. I always use
the note function to record any big life events that have happened. From a
development perspective, it’s important to record what’s going on.”
The Diocese of Helena also utilizes information internally among other
diocesan offices. “We think that one database in our building needs to be
the source of truth,” said Seipp. “And that’s Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT.”
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“We really cannot
execute the
mission without it. In
my experience, working
in non-profits over the
years, Raiser’s Edge
NXT really is the gold
standard,”
—Lewis Bracy, Associate Director

of Operations and Research

The executive director and staff of the foundation, as well as the director of
deacons and Guatemalan mission use the database as their source of truth.
“We do a lot with attributes and different people in our office have different
capabilities within the system,” said Seipp. “It allows them to access the
information they need without accidentally editing any information.”

Learn more

Empower everyone who cares about your cause to raise funds and grow
support for your organization.

About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their impact
through cloud software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, foundations,
companies, education institutions, healthcare organizations, and the individual change agents who support them.
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